1. Introduction. In a previous paper [l] generalized integers were defined as follows. Suppose there is given a finite or infinite sequence {p} of real numbers (generalized primes) such that 1<¿i<¿2<
• • Form the set {/} of all possible ¿-products, i.e., products p^pl* • • ■ where Vi, v2, ■ ■ ■ , are integers 2:0 of which all but a finite number are 0. Call these numbers generalized integers and suppose that no two generalized integers are equal if their v's are different. Then arrange {l} as an increasing sequence: l=/i<¿2< ■ • Definitions.
Let [x] = the number of generalized integers ¿x where x is any real number. If k is a positive integer and /" a generalized integer, denote by </>*(/") the number of generalized integers lm in the set 1, h, h, • • • , L, for which the greatest common divisor Qm, D is vfeth power free. Then 0i(/") is the Euler 4> function for generalized integers defined by (piiL) = the number of generalized integers ^l" which are prime to /", = <PiQ (say).
Let piln) be the Möbius function for generalized integers defined by piln) =0 if /" has a square factor; pQ,n) = ( -1)*, where k denotes the number of prime divisors of /" and l" has no square factor; /¿(l) = 1.
Then
(1.1) d>kiln) = H uid) [5 ] id and 5 are generalized integers).
dt-ln
This is proved in [l] for k=l, and the proof for k>l is similar.
The following assumption will be used throughout this paper:-
[x] = x + Rix) where R{x) = Oix") and 0 < a < 1.
The case a = 0 will be considered separately at the end of this paper. Eckford Cohen [2 ] has written on arithmetical functions of a greatest common divisor using the Euler cb function as a particular example. The aim of this paper is to examine some of his results in the light of generalized integers. It will be noted that only the method of construction of generalized integers is needed for finite counting processes but an assumption of some sort, in this paper (1.2), is needed to find orders of magnitude.
2. The generalized Zeta function, supplementary estimates and various identities. Define rto = E C is > i).
71=1
Then it is proved in [3] , using an assumption equivalent to ( Abel's transformation, in the following form, will be used to give some necessaryestimates.Suppose{X"}and{an}aregivenwithXi^X2á ■ • •; X"-►<». Let Aix) = 53x"sx a". Suppose \pix) has a continuous derivative ^lix) lor all x involved. Then
Using (1.2) and this transformation, the following results may be obtained.
(2.21) £ -= Ï-+ y" + 0(x«~f) ß9tl;0*a, z-7-=e7z girt»] = z-i: - Now 
